Maybe it's time to find out why tens of thousands of businesses just like yours have chosen Crystal Clean to be their new aqueous parts cleaning service provider.
Did you know water covers over 70% of the earth? There is no other compound on earth as plentiful as water. Companies are always looking for abundant natural resources to help their businesses be more successful. Well, water is that resource! Many companies are moving away from the use of materials derived from limited resources such as crude oil. This is especially true when economically viable alternatives are available. When it comes to parts cleaning, businesses are less willing to deal with products which carry increased risk for polluting the air we breathe and the land we live on.

The above reasons are why Crystal Clean is so sure you will find our aqueous parts cleaning program provides the best value for your business. When you combine our innovative equipment and superior cleaning solutions with the safety and environmental advantages of our program you’ll find that Crystal Clean’s aqueous parts cleaning service will meet the objectives of even the most demanding business.

**INNOVATIVE EQUIPMENT**
Crystal Clean offers our aqueous parts cleaning customers multiple patent protected combination parts cleaning machines. Our model 2725 and 2750 offer our aqueous customers the flexibility of manual AND automated cleaning in one machine! See illustrations to the right for more information.

**SUPERIOR CLEANING PRODUCTS**
Crystal Clean provides a full line of aqueous cleaning products to meet almost any need. Whether you need a powerful cleaner for spray cleaning applications, a robust immersion cleaning solution or a unique product created for both situations, Crystal Clean has the product to meet your needs.

**EMPLOYEE SAFE & ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY**
Did you know that between 50-75% of the human body is comprised of water? What could make more sense than using water to clean? Our aqueous parts cleaning solutions are safe to use and most are comprised of cleaning concentrate which has a relatively mild pH. Another bonus is that our line of aqueous solutions contains products with very little to zero VOCs. No air emissions or permit worries here! Unless the contaminants being cleaned off of your parts are hazardous, Crystal Clean’s aqueous parts cleaning program allows our customers to manage their used material as non-hazardous waste (i.e. non-RCRA).

**Can Crystal Clean Provide Service on a Parts Cleaner I Already Own?**
If you already own a part cleaning machine, but don’t wish to deal with the various issues associated with servicing the equipment (e.g. labor, procurement, waste management, etc.) then let CRYSTAL CLEAN wash those worries away. CRYSTAL CLEAN’S Customer Owned Machine Service (COMS) program is especially designed for today’s lean operations. Whether you have a small drum mount or a large conveyor-type spray washer which is part of your integrated manufacturing process, Crystal Clean stands ready to allow you to focus on making a better product while letting us provide the same turnkey service we offer with our rental equipment.
Combination Parts Cleaners

The most valuable employees in any business are the ones that can do several things well. Equipment is no different; the more versatile, the better. This is why so many companies have chosen to use one of Crystal Clean’s combination parts cleaning machines.

Both our model 2725 & 2740 include a sink with a flow-thru brush for manual cleaning. In addition, our model 2725 and 2740 also contain a spray cabinet for automated cleaning.

**Model 2725**

20 Gallon Combination (Manual and Spray) Unit

- Sink Area Dimensions
  - Length: 24”
  - Width: 24”
  - Depth: 4.5”

- Overall Tank Dimensions
  - Length: 25”
  - Width: 25”
  - Height: 38”

- Automatic 15 minute cycle timer and a low water shutoff on the unit’s heating element

- Reservoir holds 20 gallons of HCC’s exclusive and non-corrosive, powerful aqueous solution.

- (4) heavy duty ball bearing casters

- 110V (GFI), high volume heavy duty pump and motor

- All stainless steel construction

**Model 2740**

38 Gallon Combination (Manual and Spray) Unit

- Sink Area Dimensions
  - Length: 28”
  - Width: 28”
  - Depth: 5”

- Overall Tank Dimensions
  - Length: 36”
  - Width: 28”
  - Height: 40”

- Automatic 15 minute cycle timer and low water shutoff on the unit’s heating element

- Reservoir holds 38 gallons of HCC’s exclusive and non-corrosive, powerful aqueous solution.

- 220V high volume heavy duty pump and motor

- All stainless steel construction
Manual Parts Cleaning Machines

Model 2703

30 Gal SS Drum Mount Unit
- Inside Tank Dimensions
  - Length: 31.5"
  - Width: 24"
  - Depth: 7"
- Overall Dimensions
  - Length: 35"
  - Width: 29"
  - Height (lid open): 61"
  - Height (lid closed): 36"

Model 2733

Adjustable Mobile Unit
- Inside Tank Dimensions
  - Length: 25"
  - Width: 13"
  - Depth: 9"
- Overall Tank Dimensions
  - Length: 26"
  - Width: 14"
  - Height: 9"
  - Rolling Cart
    - Adj. Height: 19.5” – 33”

Automated Parts Cleaning Machines

Model 2778

80 Gal Agitation Unit
- Inside Tank Dimensions
  - Length: 44.5"
  - Width: 26.5"
  - Depth: 27.75"
- Overall Dimensions
  - Length: 52.5"
  - Width: 34"
  - Height (lid open): 66.5"

Model 2779

150 Gal Agitation Unit
- Inside Tank Dimensions
  - Length: 57"
  - Width: 37.5"
  - Depth: 29.75"
- Overall Dimensions
  - Length: 64"
  - Width: 44.5"
  - Height (lid open): 69.5"

Combination Spray Gun & Equipment Cleaner Service

Model 1683

Spray Gun/Equip. Cleaner
- Height: 50"
- Width: 28"
- Weight: 75 lbs
- Fluid Capacity: 5 gallons
- Construction: Stainless Steel
- Air Requirements: 85 lbs. PSI
- Vent Tube Diameter: 3"
- Operating modes:
  - Automatic or Manual

The specially designed and directed spray nozzles offer superior cleaning, with less mess, as compared to other machines on the market. Our combination spray gun and equipment cleaner lets you clean a wide variety of paint refinishing equipment more economically using either automatic or manual cleaning mode.

The ergonomically designed waist high cleaning platform provides an excellent work station for thorough cleaning.

For More Information on Any of our Products and Services Call 1-877-938-7948
CRYSTAL CLEAN offers a complete line of automated aqueous spray cleaning systems. If your operation dictates batch style cleaning, our top load and front load spray cleaning machines will more than meet your needs. If a continuous cleaning process is required, one of our conveyor spray cleaning systems will be the answer. All of our automated aqueous spray cleaning systems are available with various options (stainless steel construction, low water shut off, auto water fill, 7-day timer, etc.) to enable a custom fit with your operation.

**Top Load Machines:**
- Range in size from 32-gallon to 530-gallon capacity
- Stainless steel nozzles
- Gear driven turntables
- Various voltages available
  
  [Model 2985 (below)]

**Front Load Machines:**
- Range in size from 95-gallon to 550-gallon capacity
- Stainless steel nozzles
- Gear driven turntables
- Various voltages available
  
  [Model 2986 (below)]

**Conveyor Machines:**
- Range in size from 60-gallon to 400-gallon capacity (including rinse tank)
- Stainless steel nozzles
- Variable speed belt
- Custom machines available

CRYSTAL CLEAN offers a full line of ultrasonic cleaning machines from a one-gallon bench top model to a 480-gallon model. All ultrasonic machines feature stainless steel construction, adjustable ultrasonic power, 40 KHz dual bonded transducers, insulated tanks and a parts basket. Various options, such as a 7-day programmable heat timer are also available on most models. Our 15-gallon and 60-gallon machines are pictured below.

**15 Gal. Ultrasonic Cleaner**
- Overall Machine Dimensions:
  - Length: 26”
  - Width: 23”
  - Height: 34”
- Cleaning Tank Dimensions:
  - Length: 19”
  - Width: 13”
  - Depth: 14”
- Total Liquid Capacity: 15 gallons

**60 Gal. Ultrasonic Cleaner**
- Overall Machine Dimensions:
  - Length: 49”
  - Width: 38”
  - Height: 38”
- Cleaning Tank Dimensions:
  - Length: 36”
  - Width: 24”
  - Depth: 13.5”
- Total Liquid Capacity: 60 gallons

For More Information on Any of our Products and Services Call 1-877-938-7948
Sometimes BIG Things Come in Small Packages

Do you have problems with oil-buildup, poor part finish or odor in your aqueous parts cleaning? Do you strive for continuous quality throughout your operation? If you answer yes to these questions then HCC's patented, new Mini Aqua-Filtration Service (AFS) is for you!

Mini AFS BENEFITS
- No Oil Build-Up
- Elimination of Odor
- Improve Product Finish
- No Operator Attention
- No Capital Expenditures

The Mini AFS removes particles down to 1 micron in size and also strips loosely emulsified tramp oils out of your cleaning solution with its multilayered microfiber material. Oil is then accumulated in a separate canister for easy removal.

CRYSTAL CLEAN does MUCH more than aqueous parts cleaning. CRYSTAL CLEAN's capabilities include:

- Solvent Parts Cleaning
- Containerized Waste Disposal (hazardous & non-hazardous)
- Aqua-Filtration Service
- Absorbent Service
- Bulk Used Oil & Oily Water Disposal
- Vacuum Service
- Environmental Solutions Partners (sole-source environmental vendor program)
- Lab Pack & Other Environmental Services
- On-site Distillation Equipment

Crystal Clean Gives You Peace Of Mind

The Crystal Clean Certificate of Assurance gives you the peace of mind that your wastes are being handled properly and responsibly by Crystal Clean. We protect your assets and offer your company liability protection when we assume full responsibility for your waste.

Crystal Clean
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